
Emerging 
Technologies for 
Road Building
Three Big Things 
About Drones and 
Data



THE CONVERGENCE OF 
EXPECTATIONS AND 
REALITY



With widespread adoption  of drone solutions in the  
construction industry, we’re  seeing the technology itself  
improve likewise.

PHANTOM 4 RTK
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WHY DOES 
RTK 
MATTER?
To get acceptable accuracy in  
traditional drone surveying, you  
need to have ground control points  
(GCPs) distributed across your site.  
Depending on the construction site,  
collecting survey data can be time-
consuming, difficult, and potentially  
dangerous using traditional  
surveying, but in some situations  
drone surveying can also be time-
consuming and dangerous.

“Essentially, a flying robot is being tracked by GPS and taking photos using
a sensor the size of a quarter. At the same time, a base on the ground is also  
being tracked by GPS satellites,” summarized San Miguel. “All that data 
comes  together afterwards to give you a site survey accurate down to a 
couple of  centimeters.”

CONSISTENT ACCURACY, SITE-WIDE

This is a manual job, and, depending on your site’s size and terrain, it 
can take longer than desired  and there still might be inaccessible or 
dangerous areas that you can’t reach by car or foot.

FASTER, EASIER  
SURVEY SETUP
Secondly, a PPK solution  
requires fewer GCPs to be  
deployed during surveying.  
This can save hours of setup  
time, not to mention taking  
away the need to reach  
potentially hazardous
areas on site.

Standard 
Drone
Accuracy within 9cm

High Precision with 
PPK
Accuracy within 3cm

9cm

3cm
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“This drone’s position is tracked very accurately. We are  
recording where it goes and comparing that to the base  
station after the flight. Putting those positions together  
provides very accurate positions of where photos are  
captured in flight,” said Propeller Co-founder and CEO  
Rory San Miguel. “This means each photo becomes like  
a ground control point.”
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AFFORDABLE RTK HARDWARE HAS
CHANGED DRONE SURVEYING
STANDARDS



COMMERCIAL  
DRONES ARE
IMPROVING FASTER  
THAN EVER
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The impact is two-fold: reduced time  
spent collecting data and consistent  
accuracy across an entire site.

All making it easier for companies  to 
have accurate, up-to-date survey data on 
hand to make decisions.



TODAY’S SURVEY  
REVOLUTION



Drone imagery is the foundation  
for a photogrammetric survey.
These photos and their positional
information are stitched together  
with the science of 
photogrammetry.

HOW DRONE  
SURVEYING WORKS

https://www.propelleraero.com/blog/drone-photogrammetry-how-drone-photos-turn-into-3d-surveys/
https://www.propelleraero.com/blog/drone-photogrammetry-how-drone-photos-turn-into-3d-surveys/


PHOTOGRAMMETRY IS HOW  
WE MAKE 3D SITE SURVEYS
Put simply, “photogrammetry” is measuring via 
photos. When you  send a drone up, it takes 
pictures of your site with 80% overlap. This is  for 
the computer to stitch images together to make 
the orthophoto and  to capture enough angles of 
each feature to model it in 3D.

Essentially, if you see the same feature from 
three or more known  positions, you can 
triangulate its location in space and find those 
exact X,  Y, and Z coordinates. A feature is any 
visually distinct point in an image.
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The availability of this technology has spurred a revolution  
of surveying more often and faster. But it’s not only the  
ability to survey quicker without compromising accuracy, 
the  technology has democratized surveying itself. You no 
longer  have to be an expert to gather accurate survey data.

MORE COMPLETE DATA IMPROVES ANALYSIS,  
WHICH LETS PEOPLE MAKE BUSINESS AND  
OPERATIONAL DECISIONS ON FACTS, NOT  
GUESSWORK OR GUT FEELINGS. THE NET EFFECT  
IS TIGHTER PLANNING AND MORE EFFICIENT  
WORK AND USE OF RESOURCES.
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Place AeroPoints
~15min

Fly drone  
over site
~45min

Analyze and  
share site maps  
and models

Upload  
AeroPoints data
~15min

Dataset
is processed
within 24hrs

Upload  
drone images
~30min



Zak Dirt
Angelo Mancina

“The most useful is getting the topo 
done quickly and having accurate 
information to compare, to get our 
volumes...we know what we’ve done 
and what we have left to do.”

Based in Colorado, Zak Dirt was founded in 1976 and 
focuses on highway and heavy construction projects. 
The team shares up to date site data through Trimble 
Stratus across project managers, surveyors, 
superintendents, engineers, and more. Altogether, Zak 
Dirt has about 10 people using the platform regularly.

https://zakdirt.com/






NX2 Video

https://drive.google.com/a/propelleraero.com.au/file/d/1WR4Hs9vX4WhqFMUZX9GLpVtlpOUF6sR_/view?usp=sharing






CONSTRUCTION  
IS BEGINNING
TO HARNESS THE
POWER OF DRONES
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In the near future, it’s not just going to  
be the map that people have a 
meeting  around. The data used to 
make it is
a source of real insight and analysis.  
Drones have paved the way for 
sites  to gather accurate quantities 
more  frequently, building a much-
needed  empirical basis for site 
reporting,  measurements, and 
budgets.“The ability to get real reporting insights  
from your site as often as you want is  
going to have a transformational effect  
on how teams work together on a  
construction site,” - Francis Vierboom

Survey reporting,  
progress reporting,  
and productivity  
insights are the new  
phase that accurate  
drone-captured data  
is impacting—
and what businesses  
are getting serious  
about.

UTILITY IS ALREADY  
CHANGING
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DRONE ADOPTION MEANS BETTER
CONSTRUCTION SITE VISUALS + COMMUNICATION

At almost every site office, there’s a map on the wall of the whole  
project. These straightforward visuals are important for everyone—
from site orientation to safety briefings.

“It helps everyone quickly see where things are and
how the design relates to what’s happening on the
ground today,” said Vierboom.

“And simply making it affordable to capture  
that visual of what’s happening has been the  
first and still really important upgrade to what
construction teams get out of drone technology.”
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CONNECTED
CONSTRUCTION IS THE 
FUTURE



A deficit in project data on construction sites is costing 
businesses $177B annually. Compared to other sectors, civil construction 

has lagged behind  in tech adoption and productivity for decades.

https://www.constructiondive.com/news/industry-could-be-overspending-177b-per-year-study-finds/529450/


PREPARE FOR
ADVANCED DATA
COLLECTION AND
ANALYSIS

Today, half of  all 
construction
professionals still  
manually prepare  and 
process daily  reports, 
while

of companies are still using  
paper plans for their jobs.

50%

https://jbknowledge.com/2016-construction-technology-report-infographic


HOW CAN BETTER, UP-TO-DATE PROJECT  
DATA CLOSE THE PRODUCTIVITY GAP,
DIGITIZE WORKSITES, AND PREPARE  
THEM FOR THE FUTURE?
Drone surveying has revolutionized how  construction sites get 
data today.  We can expect the cost of survey  data to continue to 
decrease while  technology becomes more and  more sophisticated.
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TOMORROW’S 
TECH  WILL 
INTEGRATE  
MULTIPLE DATA  
STREAMS, 
MAPPING  CLOSER 
TO REAL-TIME  
EVERYWHERE

And that number is likely to go 
up.  PricewaterhouseCoopers 
(PWC) estimates an “85% 
growth in the volume of 
construction output to
$15.5 trillion by 2030.”

The need for construction 
is  increasing all over the 
world, which  means an 
expanding pool of data  to 
use for deeper insights on 
top of  expanding data 
collection.

Construction itself is also increasing.

which has increased

since 2014

15%
2.3%

IS ALMOST
THE INDUSTRY

OF THE  
GLOBAL  
GDP

2014  Now according to 
PlanGrid.
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https://www.pwc.com/gx/en/industries/engineering-construction.html
https://www.pwc.com/gx/en/industries/engineering-construction.html


It’s a simple thing, but knowing where your site is at today means you can plan and budget your
time and resources more efficiently. You have the data to backup your numbers, accurately track
progress and cost, and spot problems before they get out of hand.

Here are a few examples from customers:

Hensel Phelps Project Superintendent

Brian Holm

“WE HAD A 16-INCH WATER MAIN [AND] THE MAIN 
POWER FEEDS FOR THE AIRPORT CUTTING 
THROUGH THE SITE  THAT WERE IN THE WRONG 
LOCATION, SO WE USED [PROPELLER’S 3D SITE 
MODELS] TO IDENTIFY THOSE IMPACTS. WE HAD 
THE DRONE SNAPSHOT AND OVERLAYS  OF WHERE 
THE EXISTING UTILITIES USED TO BE AND  WHERE 
THE EXISTING UTILITIES ENDED UP BEING.”

“WE’VE BEEN ABLE TO USE PROPELLER  
FOR OUR INSURANCE CLAIM, 
BECAUSE  IT KEEPS A RECORD OF 
WHERE WE WERE  AT ON THE JOB 
[AFTER A HUGE FLOOD  DAMAGED THE 
WORKSITE]”

Contracts Administrator and Foreman
at Cheshire Contractors

Shannon Cheshire



TODAY, WORKSITES ARE TRACKING INFORMATION  ABOUT EARTH 
MOVEMENT, PROGRESS TO DESIGN,  VOLUMES, AND MUCH MORE. 

THE CONNECTED  CONSTRUCTION SITE IS LEVERAGED 
AT ALL LEVELS,  FROM WORKSITE TO TRAILER TO 
OFFICE, THANKS  TO DIGITIZATION, UP-TO-DATE 
INFORMATION, AND  IMPROVED EASE OF USE.



Do we have the right resources today to leverage 
these  three big industry forces?

How is our organization positioned to tackle these 
three  trends in the future?

How has scarce survey data impacted our business in the  
past? How would operations improve with more survey  
data in the future?

What investments are we making to take 
advantage  of the survey revolution?

What will we do in the next 18 months to make sure 
our  people are aware of the latest advancements?

QUESTIONS TO 
DISCUSS WITH 
YOUR TEAM



WE HELP COMPANIES  
TACKLE THESE 
CHALLENGES  
EVERY DAY.


